Numbering
attachment
The DiGiT instant numbering system
from Vastex converts nearly any rearclamp manual screen printing press
into an athletic numbering press.
The system utilizes a standard press,
two screen frames, each with five
numbers and the DiGiT clamp-in slide assemblies. The sliding rail assemblies have
roller bearing glides, a precision detent locator and an easy to use bright yellow
target which allows the operator to locate the exact number to print. Company
literature reports that the DiGiT locates all 10 numbers placing them correctly,
fully compensating for the thinner number one. An additional set of rail assemblies
can be added to four-, eight- and 10-station presses to print number outlines in a
second color. Model V2NS-12 prints athletic numbers as tall as 30.5 cm. Model
V2NS-8 prints numbers as high as 20.3 cm tall. The sliding screens can also be
used for printing of other variable graphics such as team names, sponsor names
and chest images, while press stations not being used for variable printing can be
used with regular screens in normal fashion, or as loading/unloading stations.
Visit: www.vastex.com
Call: 800-482-7839

Performance wear stabilizer
Cotswold offers a cutaway embroidery stabilizer designed for
performance wear. Tech Weave is made of 50/50 polyester/
rayon and, when used on the bias, it stretches with the
fabric reportedly reducing the stress on stitching. According
to the company, it features low shrinkage, which decreases
puckering and provides a stable foundation that keeps
stitches looking sharp and in registration.
Visit: www.cotswoldindustries.com
Call: 877-309-3553
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With stahls’ Pre-cut
Letters and Numbers
Personalize uniforms, fan wear, jerseys, and more
with Stahls’ Pre-Cut Letters and Numbers. There’s
nothing faster, easier, or more economical.
• Heat apply in seconds so you decorate
more in less time
• Special Effect Materials Now Available!
Offer more options to your customers
Choose from a variety of materials, sizes,
colors, and fonts.
• Perfect for “One-Off” Personalization.
Order as packs, kits or convenient team sets
• Same-day shipping
It’s easy to place your order today at
stahls.com/pre-cuts
Learn to maximize profits when you
combine Pre-Cut Numbers with
Pre-Spaced Names
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Shown Thermo-FILM®, the #1 athletic material.
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